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1 Introduction 
 
This application note will help developers get a better understanding of the internal sample buffer 
design and concepts embedded within the KXG07/KXG08 accelerometer-gyroscopes.  Please 
refer to the KXG07/KXG08 data sheets for additional implementation guidelines. While Kionix 
strives to ensure that the provided internal sample buffer will meet design expectations by default, 
it is not possible to provide default settings to work in every environment. Depending on the 
intended application, it is very likely that some customization will be required to optimize 
performance. We hope the information provided here will help the developer get the most out of 
the KXG07/KXG08 sample buffer. 
 

2 Buffer Description 
 
The 4096-byte sample buffer feature of the KXG07/KXG08 internally accumulates and outputs 
data based on how it is configured.  The sample buffer can be utilized to reduce overhead within 
the system it is being designed into, which means the MCU can perform other tasks while the 
KXG07/KXG08 is collecting and storing data. 

 

3 Buffer Features 
 
The internal sample buffer of the KXG07/KXG08 Buffer offers a variety of features.  It offers 
selectable buffer modes, selectable data input, timestamping, and the ability to synchronize with 
other external sensors to provide solutions that are very well adaptable to various applications.  
 

3.1 Buffer Modes 
 
The buffer can operate in 3 different modes:  FIFO, Stream, and Trigger.  The buffer mode is 
controlled through BUF_M[1:0] bits in the BUF_EN register (0x78).   
 
FIFO Mode, collects up to 4096 bytes of data plus two (2) additional data sets until full, collecting 
new data only when the buffer is not full.  If there is not enough room in the buffer to hold the new 
set of data, it will not be stored. 
 
Stream Mode, collect up to and holds the last 4096 bytes of data plus two (2) additional sets 
discarding oldest data to make room for newer data.   
 
Trigger Mode collects data up to the SMP_LEV[11:0] (0x1E, 0x1F), discarding oldest data to make 
room for newer data until a trigger event occurs.  When the trigger event occur, new data is 
collected until the buffer is full.  If there is not enough room in the buffer to hold the new set of 
data, it will not be stored. 

 
3.2 Input Data Select 
 
The user can select which sensor’s data is added to the buffer, by setting/disabling the 
appropriate bits in BUF_CTL1 and BUF_CTL2 registers (0x76 and 0x77, respectively).  It is 
possible to operate with a sensor enabled, but none of its data being stored in the buffer.  In 
addition, for the accelerometer and gyroscope, the user can also select which axes’ data is 
added to the buffer.  There is no capability to select which auxiliary axis is added to the buffer.  If 
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auxiliary data is selected all the corresponding sensor’s data that is being read is added to the 
buffer. 
 
Care needs to be taken to handle cases where a sensor’s output is selected for the buffer, but 
the sensor is not enabled.  In this case, the last available output for the selected sensor’s is 
added to the buffer.  If the output is not available, zeros (0’s) are place in the buffer to that 
sensor’s output. 

 
3.3 Timestamp 
 
The KXG08 uses a 19-bit register to capture the time of the latest output data update in 39.0625 
µsec resolution. The timestamp register is updated synchronously with the output data registers 

(gyroscope, accelerometer, temperature, auxillary1, or auxillary2). The timestamp register wraps 
around to 0x00000 after reaching the maximum value of 0x7FFFF.  
 
The buffer can be configured to output the timestamp of the latest (newest) dataset when the 
entire buffer contents is read or by emptying the buffer (BUF_CLEAR register (0x7A)) by setting 
BUF_TIME_EN=1 in the BUF_EN register (0x78).  Following reading the entire buffer contents or 
emptying of the buffer, the timestamp information will be appended to the data stream (continued 
buffer read) after the empty buffer symbol (0x8000).  With CONT_TIME_EN=0 (bit0) in the 
CTL_REG_1 register (0x6B) the timestamp counter resets to zero when no sensor is enabled. 
Setting CONT_TIME_EN=1 prevents the timestamp counter from being reset when no sensor is 
enabled.  Setting BUF_TIME_EN=0 disables the buffer-timestamp function. In this case the buffer 
outputs the empty symbol code (0x8000) for user reads past empty. 
 
Since the buffer is always internally updated on an even byte boundary, the burst read must be 6 
bytes in length consisting of:  2 bytes for the empty buffer symbol (0x8000), 3 bytes of timestamp 
information (TIMESTAMP1, TIMESTAMP2, TIMESTAMP3), and 1 extra padded byte (0x00). 

 
4 Buffer Data Accumulation 

 
4.1 Data Storage 
 
Data is stored in the buffer on every ODR cycle (fastest enabled sensor ODR configured to 
store into the buffer).  Each ODR cycle, a complete data set is stored.  A data set consists of 
sensor(s) data depending on what sensor data is being stored.  If the buffer is configured to 
store accel-x, accel-y, accel-z and temperature data @ a rate of 50 Hz each ODR cycle (sample 
count) will store 8 bytes of the complete data set (2 bytes for each accelerometer axis (3*2=6) 
and 2 bytes for temperature data). 
 

4.2 Data Ordering 
 
Assuming all sensors are selected to store data into the buffer, data is stored in the following 
order:  gyro-x, gyro-y, gyro-z, accel-x, accel-y, accel-z, temperature, aux1, aux2.  In case a 
sensor's output data is not selected for the buffer that sensor's slot would be skipped. Example: 
Assume only gyro-y, aux2 and temperature are selected for the buffer, the buffer data would 
then be in the following order:  gyro-y, temperature, aux2. 
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4.3 Buffer Update Rate 
 
New data is added to the buffer at the highest configured ODR rate of all the enabled sensors 
(controlled by associated bits in the STDBY register).  Data is added for all selected sensors 
(BUF_CTL1, BUF_CTL2).  In the case where a selected sensor does not have new data 
available, it is repeated from the previous time point. 
 
Consider the following example:  Both accelerometer and gyroscope are selected to add data to 
the buffer (BUF_CTL1=0x3F) and are enabled to output (STDBY=0x38). The accelerometer 
operates at ODR=400 Hz and the gyroscope operates at ODR=100 Hz. New data accumulates 
into the buffer at a 400 Hz rate. The accelerometer data is updated at the 400 Hz rate while the 
gyroscope data remains constant for 3 out of 4 samples. 
 
 gyro_d0, accel_d0 
 gyro_d0, accel_d1 
 gyro_d0, accel_d2 
 gyro_d0, accel_d3 
 gyro_d1, accel_d4 
 gyro_d1, accel_d5 
 gyro_d1, accel_d6 
 gyro_d1, accel_d7 
 gyro_d2, accel_d8 
 …  
 

4.4 Buffer Size Description 
 
The buffer has a maximum size of 4096 bytes plus an additional two (2) datasets, thus 
expanding the overall buffer size in bytes by 4096 bytes plus two (2) times the dataset in bytes 
(2*dataset_in_bytes).   
 
The dataset in bytes (dataset_in_bytes) depends on what is actively being stored into the buffer.  
This includes which sensors are configured to store into the buffer (temperature, gyroscope, 
accelerometer, auxiallary1, and/or auxillary2), as well as, selected axis (gyroscope and 
accelerometer only).  The temperature sensor stores 2 bytes at a time.  The data for gyroscope, 
accelerometer, auxillary1, and auxillary2 sensors is 6 bytes in length each.  For only gyroscope 
and accelerometer, each axis can store 2 bytes each (if selected). 
 
 

Maximum # Bytes = 4096 + 2 * 
( 
gyro_data_in_bytes + 
accel_data_in_bytes + 
aux1_data_in_bytes +  
aux2_data_in_bytes +  
temp_data_in_bytes 
) 

 
Maximum # Bytes = 4096 + 2 (26) 

 
Equation 1: Maximum Number of Bytes 
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Example:  If accelerometer (x) and gyroscope (x, y, z) are selected to be stored in the buffer, 
then the dataset_in_bytes is equal 8 bytes (1*2 + 3*6).  Maximum number of bytes = 4096 + 2 
(8) = 4112. 
 
Note:  To ensure the buffer is large enough, ideally declare a buffer size equal the maximum 
number of bytes when all sensors and axis are selected to be stored.  With all sensors enabled 
and selected each data set contains 26 bytes (3 gyroscope axes at 2 bytes each, 3 
accelerometer axes at 2 bytes each, 2 bytes for temperature, plus 6 bytes for each of the two 
auxiliary sensors). 
 
The maximum number of ODR cycles (datasets) the buffer can hold is determined by dividing 
the maximum buffer size (4096 bytes) by the dataset in bytes and adding two (2) samples. 
 
 

Maximum # ODR Cycles = rounddown(4096/dataset_in_bytes) + 2 
 

Equation 2: Maximum Number of ODR Cycles 
 

 
The number of bytes to read from the sample buffer is determined by multiplying the number of 
samples (BUF_SMPLEV) by the dataset_in_bytes.  If only accelerometer (x, y and z) data is 
being stored to the buffer (3 axis x 2 byte/axis = 6 bytes), then: 
 
# of bytes to read when the buffer is full = (Maximum # ODR Cycles) * (#bytes in dataset) 
# of bytes to read when the buffer is full = (rounddown(4096/6)+2) * (6) 
# of bytes to read when the buffer is full = 684 * 6 = 4104 bytes 

 
5 Interrupts 
 
The KXG07/KXG08 sample buffer offers the selection of two (2) interrupts that can be used to 
notify the host system an event has taken place.  Depending on the application, one or both can 
be utilized. 
 

5.1 Buffer Full Interrupt 
 
The buffer features a buffer full interrupt. When enabled, the buffer full interrupt triggers when 
the buffer contains so much un-read data that the buffer has insufficient space for one additional 
full data set. This implies that the buffer full level is a function of which (or how much) data is 
selected to go into the buffer. 
 
With all sensors enabled and selected each data set contains 26 bytes (3 accelerometer axes at 
2 bytes each, 3 gyroscope axes at 2 bytes each, 2 bytes for temperature, plus 6 bytes for each 
of the two auxiliary sensors). In this case the buffer full interrupt would be triggered when the 
buffer contains less than 26 bytes of free space, or when the remaining buffer space is smaller 
than the size of the data set. 
The buffer generates a buffer full output flag, BFI, for the interrupt control logic while 
BUF_EN=1. The buffer shall not generate a BFI flag while BUF_EN=0. Latching and clearing of 
the BFI is handled in the interrupt control logic module.  
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5.2 Watermark Interrupt 
 
The buffer includes a programmable watermark. The watermark interrupt threshold 
(WMI_TH[11:0]) is measured in number of data sets (ODR cycles) in the buffer. The watermark 
is measured at the highest ODR rate of all the sensors that are enabled in the STDBY (0x6E) 
register.  
 
When the watermark threshold is reached, the watermark output flag (WMI) is generated from 
interrupt control logic while BUF_EN=1. The buffer will not generate a WMI flag while 
BUF_EN=0. Latching and clearing of the WMI is handled in the interrupt control logic module.  
 

6 Buffer Data Control 
 
The KXG07/08 offers some control over the buffer to determine how much data is currently in 
the buffer, as well as, clearing and reading the buffered data. 
 

6.1 Buffer Level 
 
SMP_LEV[11:0] (sample level) indicates to the user how many data sets (ODR cycles) are 
currently stored in the buffer.  Please note when operating the buffer in STREAM mode or 
during the STREAM phase of TRIGGER mode SMP_LEV will briefly decrement by one count 
during a buffer full condition while the buffer discards old data for new incoming data. 
 

6.2 Clearing the Buffer 
 
The buffer is cleared or flushed and all counters are reset when (1) a non-zero value is written 
to the BUF_CLEAR register or (2) the buffer transitions from disabled (BUF_EN=0) to 
(BUF_EN=1) state.  Clearing the buffer takes approximately 2-3 µsec.  To avoid receiving 
corrupted data, the buffer contents, sample level, or packets lost for the first 10 µsec after 
clearing or enabling the buffer. 
 

6.3 Reading Buffer Data 
 
The buffer is read from register 0x7F (BUF_READ).  The buffer data shall be read using burst 
mode read operations (See Digital Interface section for more details).  The buffer holds off 
writing to RAM during buffer reads of registers 0x7C-0x7F to avoid loss of data occurring during 
read/write collisions.  The held off data is written to the RAM at the end of the burst mode read 
operation.  This is done for all buffer modes.  This requires to end the burst mode read 
operations within ½ of the ODR cycle to avoid loss of new data.  For multiple sensor scenarios, 
“within ½ ODR cycle” becomes “within half the period of the highest enabled ODR cycle”.  The 
time required to read out N number of datasets is a function of the SPI/I2C clock rate, the 
selected ODR and the selected dataset size.  Exercise care when configuring the 
KXG07/KXG08 to avoid loss of data during buffer reads. 
 
Important Note:  Single byte reads are supported.  However, it is required to read out each 16-
bit word (2 bytes) in less than 1 ODR cycle.  Stretching out the read of a data byte to more than 
one ODR cycle will lead to data corruption. 
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7 Precautions 
 
Precautionary measures should be taken to ensure there is no data missing and/or data 
corruption does not occur. 
 

7.1 Changing Buffer Configurations 
 
Buffer configurations can only be changed while the buffer is disabled (BUF_EN=0).  This 
includes data select bits, buffer operating mode, watermark level, etc. (any register address 
above 0x70). 
 

7.2 Changing Sensor Configurations 
 
Changes to the sensor configuration (ODR, Bandwidth, FS range, etc.) while the buffer is 
enabled are not captured in the buffer.  It is strongly recommended to disable and flush the 
buffer when changing sensor configurations. 
 

7.3 Number of Bytes Read 
 
It is important to read all expected number of bytes from the buffer.  It is possible that data from 
the buffer could appear as if data for a particular axis (for example) have switched.  This is likely 
due to the previous buffer read coming up a number of bytes short.  For example:  If there are 
10 accelerometer samples consisting of accel_x, accel_y, and accel_z currently stored in the 
buffer the total number of bytes is 60 (3 axis * 2 bytes per axis).  If a buffer read only read 58 
bytes, 2 bytes would be left over (remain in the buffer) and would result in what appears to be a 
switch of axis the next time the buffer is read (z axis would be first). 

 
8 Quick Start Guide 
 
This section will provide several basic ways to initialize and utilize the internal buffer will be 
presented.  These can vary based on desired option, but are provided as a means for 
configuring the part to a known operational state.  These examples just provide a starting point, 
and the values may vary as the developer(s) refine their application requirements. 
 

8.1 Example: Buffer Full Interrupt (Accelerometer Data) 
 
Depending on configuration, the buffer full interrupt can be an indication that the buffer is full 
and that no new data will be stored or old data will be discarded and replaced with new sensor 
data.  This section will show a common example for configuring and detecting that the buffer is 
full. 
 

1. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
2. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
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Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
3. Set the Accelerometer to high power mode (LPMODEA[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRA[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the ACCEL_ODR register (0x3C). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_ODR W 0x3C 0x56 

 
4. Set the Accelerometer to a bandwidth of ODR/2 and a full scale range of ±2g by writing 

0x00 to the ACCEL_CTL register (0x3D). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_CTL W 0x3D 0x00 

 
5. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 

writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register 0x40. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
6. Route the Buffer Full Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x80 to the 

INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x80 

 
7. Enable the Buffer Full Interrupt (BFIE) by writing 0x80 to the INT_MASK1 register 

(0x44). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x80 
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8. Configure the buffer control register to only store Accelerometer XYZ by writing 0x38 to 
the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x38 

 
9. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active and (2) FIFO buffer mode by writing 

0x80 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x80 

 
10. Take the Accelerometer out of Standby operation and put it in “run mode” by writing 

0x3E (ACC_STDBY[0]=0) to the STDBY register (0x6E). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3E 

 
11. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the buffer is full 

and no more data can be stored.  If a physical interrupt pin is not used, the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read from the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be compared to 0x80 indicating that the INT1 bit7 is set.  For 
additional measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or polling method, 
query the INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_BFI bit7 is set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x80 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x80 

 
12. Following a buffer full interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 

currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this particular use case, there will be a total of 684 samples (smp_lev) within the full 
buffer.  Since the data_set_in_bytes = 3 * 2, the resulting number of bytes to read from 
the buffer (BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 4104 (smp_lev * 6). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 
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Data is stored in the buffer in two’s-compliment format in the following order: 
ACCEL_XOUT_L, ACCEL_XOUT_H, ACCEL_YOUT_L, ACCEL_YOUT_H, 
ACCEL_ZOUT_L, ACCEL_ZOUT_H. 

 
Example Code: 
 

void kxg08_buffer_full_test_accel() 
{ 

 DBG_FUNC; 
 

 char read_data;                    // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6;         // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;         // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;                       // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, ax, ay, az;             // sample#, x, y, z 
 

 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);           // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x80);       // enable bfi 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x80);    // route bfi to int1 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C);     // ien1=1,iea=1,iel=0 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_ODR, 0x56);       // lpmode=0,navag=32,odr=50 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_CTL, 0x00);       // bw=odr/2,range = ±2g 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x38);        // acc x, y, z into buffer 

write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x80);          // buffer enable, fifo mode 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3E);           // accel enable 
 

 printf("~~ waiting for buffer full ~~\n"); 
 

 while (1) 
 { 

  // check for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
  if (check_for_interrupt()) 
  { 

   // verify the source 
   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); 
 

   if (read_data & 0x80) 
   { 

    printf("!! buffer full detected !!\n"); 
 

    // get the sample level 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 

     

    // read the buffer - burst_read (repeated start) 
read_registers_rs(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes);  

 

    // cycle through buffer data and display 
for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes;  

i += data_set_in_bytes) 

    { 

     s++; // increment the sample # by 1 
 

// organize the data 
     ax = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]); 

     ay = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); 

     az = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); 

 

// display the data 
printf("%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s, convert2s(ax), convert2s(ay), convert2s(az)); 

    } 

 

    // clear the latch registers 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 2 
 

    return; // break 
   } 

  } 

 } 

} 
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Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_full_test_accel 

~~ waiting for buffer full ~~ 

!! buffer full detected !! 

smp_lev=684 

1,-614,1061,15578 

2,-633,1013,15515 

3,-623,1023,15504 

... 

... 

... 

684,-624,1000,15535  
 

8.2 Example: Buffer Full Interrupt (Gyroscope Data) 
 
Depending on configuration, the buffer full interrupt can be an indication that the buffer is full 
and that no new data will be stored or old data will be discarded and replaced with new sensor 
data.  This section will show another common example for configuring and detecting that the 
buffer is full. 
 

1. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
2. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
3. Set the Gyroscope to high power mode (LPMODEG[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRG[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the GYRO_ODR register (0x3E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_ODR W 0x3E 0x56 

 
4. Set the Gyroscope to a bandwidth of ODR/8 and a full scale range of ±512 by writing 

0x03 to the GYRO_CTL register (0x3F). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_CTL W 0x3F 0x03 
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5. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 
writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register 0x40. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
6. Route the Buffer Full Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x80 to the 

INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x80 

 
7. Enable the Buffer Full Interrupt (BFIE) by writing 0x80 to the INT_MASK1 register 

(0x44). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x80 

 
8. Configure the buffer control register to only store Accelerometer XYZ by writing 0x07 to 

the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x07 

 
9. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active and (2) FIFO buffer mode by writing 

0x80 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x80 

 
10. Take the Gyroscope out of Standby operation and put it in “run mode” by writing 0x39 

(GYRO_FSTART[2]=0, GYRO_STDBY[0]=0) to the STDBY register (0x6E). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x39 
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11. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the buffer is full 
and no more data can be stored.  If a physical interrupt pin is not used, the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read from the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be compared to 0x80 indicating that the INT1 bit7 is set.  For 
additional measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or polling method, 
query the INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_BFI bit7 is set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x80 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x80 

 
12. Following a buffer full interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 

currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this particular use case, there will be a total of 684 samples (smp_lev) within the full 
buffer.  Since the data_set_in_bytes = 3 * 2, the resulting number of bytes to read from 
the buffer (BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 4104 (smp_lev * 6). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 

 
Data is stored in the buffer in two’s-compliment format in the following order: 
GYRO_XOUT_L, GYRO_XOUT_H, GYRO_YOUT_L, GYRO_YOUT_H, 
GYRO_ZOUT_L, GYRO_ZOUT_H. 
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Example Code: 
 

void kxg08_buffer_full_test_gyro() 
{ 

 DBG_FUNC; 
 

 char read_data;                    // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6;         // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;         // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;                       // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, gx, gy, gz;             // sample#, x, y, z 
 

 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);  // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x80);  // enable buffer full interrupt 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x80); // route bfi to int1 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C); // enable int1, active high, latched 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_ODR, 0x56);  // lpmode=0,navag=32,odr=50 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_CTL, 0x03);  // bw=odr/8, range=±512 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x07);  // gyro x, y, z data into buffer 

write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x80);           // buffer enable, fifo mode 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x39);  // gyro enabled (gyro_fstart=0, gyro_stdby=0) 
 

 printf("~~ waiting for buffer full ~~\n"); 
 

 while (1) 
 { 

  // check for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
  if (check_for_interrupt()) 
  { 

   // verify the source 
   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); 
 

   if (read_data & 0x80) 
   { 

    printf("!! buffer full detected !!\n"); 
 

    // get the sample level 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 

     

    // read the buffer - burst_read (repeated start) 
read_registers_rs(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes);  

 

    // cycle through buffer data and display 
for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes;  

i += data_set_in_bytes) 

    { 

     s++; // increment the sample # by 1 
 

// organize the data 
     gx = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]); 

     gy = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); 

     gz = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); 

 

// display the data 
printf("%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s, convert2s(gx), convert2s(gy), convert2s(gz)); 

    } 

 

    // clear the latch registers 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 2 
 

    return; // break 
   } 

  } 

 } 

} 
 

 
Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_full_test_gyro 

~~ waiting for buffer full ~~ 

!! buffer full detected !! 

smp_lev=684 

1,412,-2213,787 

2,445,-2115,758 

3,557,-1695,655 

... 

... 

... 

684,1027,264,224  
 

8.3 Example: Buffer Full Interrupt (Gyroscope + Accelerometer Data) 
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Depending on configuration, the buffer full interrupt can be an indication that the buffer is full 
and that no new data will be stored or old data will be discarded and replaced with new sensor 
data.  This section will show a common example for configuring and detecting that the buffer is 
full. 
 

1. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
2. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
3. Set the Accelerometer to high power mode (LPMODEA[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRA[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the ACCEL_ODR register (0x3C). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_ODR W 0x3C 0x56 

 
4. Set the Accelerometer to a bandwidth of ODR/2 and a full scale range of ±2g by writing 

0x00 to the ACCEL_CTL register (0x3D). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_CTL W 0x3D 0x00 

 
5. Set the Gyroscope to high power mode (LPMODEG[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRG[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the GYRO_ODR register (0x3E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_ODR W 0x3E 0x56 

 
6. Set the Gyroscope to a bandwidth of ODR/8 and a full scale range of ±512 by writing 

0x03 to the GYRO_CTL register (0x3F). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_CTL W 0x3F 0x03 
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7. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 
writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register (0x40). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
8. Route the Buffer Full Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x80 to the 

INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x80 

 
9. Enable the Buffer Full Interrupt (BFIE) by writing 0x80 to the INT_MASK1 register 

(0x44). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x80 

 
10. Configure the buffer control register to only store Accelerometer XYZ by writing 0x38 to 

the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x38 

 
11. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active and (2) FIFO buffer mode by writing 

0x80 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x80 

 
12. Take the Gyroscope and Accelerometer out of Standby operation and put in “run mode” 

(active) by writing 0x38 (GYRO_FSTART[2]=0, GYRO_STDBY[1]=0, ACC_STDBY[0]=0) 
to the STDBY register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x38 
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13. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the buffer is full 
and no more data can be stored.  If a physical interrupt pin is not used, the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read from the STATUS1 
register (0x30) can be compared to 0x80 indicating that the INT1 bit7 is set.  For 
additional measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or polling method, 
query the INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_BFI bit7 is set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x80 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x80 

 
14. Following a buffer full interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 

currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this particular use case, there will be a total of 343 samples (smp_lev) within the full 
buffer.  Since the data_set_in_bytes = 6 * 2, the resulting number of bytes to read from 
the buffer (BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 4116 (smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 

 
Data is stored in the buffer in two’s-compliment format in the following order: 
GYRO_XOUT_L, GYRO_XOUT_H, GYRO_YOUT_L, GYRO_YOUT_H, 
GYRO_ZOUT_L, GYRO_ZOUT_H., ACCEL_XOUT_L, ACCEL_XOUT_H, 
ACCEL_YOUT_L, ACCEL_YOUT_H, ACCEL_ZOUT_L, ACCEL_ZOUT_H. 

 
Note:  If ODR selection differs between the sensor settings, data will be stored in the 
buffer at the higher ODR rate.  For example:  If the accelerometer ODR selection is 
200Hz, while gyroscope selection is 50Hz the rate at which the buffer updates is 200Hz.  
Since data is “not available” for the gyroscope at the higher frequency, the last reported 
data is stored in the buffer along with the sensor data outputting at 200Hz. 
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Example Code: 
 

void kxg08_buffer_test_accel() 
{ 

 DBG_FUNC; 
 

 char read_data;                    // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6;         // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;         // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;                       // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, gx, gy, gz, ax, ay, az; // sample#, x, y, z 
 

 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);           // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x80);       // enable bfi 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x80);    // route bfi to int1 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C);     // ien1=1,iea=1,iel=0 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_ODR, 0x56);       // lpmode=0,navag=32,odr=50 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_CTL, 0x00);       // bw=odr/2,range = ±2g 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_ODR, 0x56);        // lpmode=0,navag=32,odr=50 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_CTL, 0x03);        // bw=odr/8, range=±512 

write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x3F);        // acc_xyz,gyro_xyz into buffer 

write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x80);       // buffer enable, fifo mode 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x38);           // accel,gyro enable 
 

 printf("~~ waiting for buffer full ~~\n"); 
 

 while (1) 
 { 

  // wait for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
  if (wait_for_interrupt()) 
  { 

   // verify the source 
   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); 
 

   if (read_data & 0x80) 
   { 

    printf("!! buffer full detected !!\n"); 
 

    // get the sample level 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 

     

    // read the buffer - burst_read (repeated start) 
read_registers(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes);  

 

    // cycle through buffer data and display 
for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes;  

i += data_set_in_bytes) 

    { 

     s++; // increment the sample # by 1 
 

// organize the data 
     gx = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]); 

     gy = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); 

     gz = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); 

ax = (buffer_data[i + 7] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 6]); 

     ay = (buffer_data[i + 9] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 8]); 

     az = (buffer_data[i + 11] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 10]); 

 

// display the data 
printf("%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s, convert2s(gx), convert2s(gy), 

convert2s(gz), convert2s(ax), convert2s(ay), convert2s(az)); 
    } 

 

    // clear the latch registers 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch reg 2 
 

    return; // break 
   } 

  } 

 } 

} 
 

 
Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_full_test_gyro_accel 

~~ waiting for buffer full ~~ 

!! buffer full detected !! 

1,0,0,0,-819,1097,15477 

2,0,0,0,-843,1053,15402 

3,0,0,0,-798,1072,15478 

... 

... 

... 

343,10408,3919,94,-819,1085,15432   
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8.4 Example: Watermark Interrupt (Accelerometer Data) 
 
Depending on configuration, the watermark interrupt can be an indication when a predefined 
number of ODR cycles are present within the buffer.  This section will show a common example 
for configuring and detecting that a watermark interrupt has occurred. 
 

1. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
2. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
3. Set the Accelerometer to high power mode (LPMODEA[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRA[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the ACCEL_ODR register (0x3C). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_ODR W 0x3C 0x56 

 
4. Set the Accelerometer to a bandwidth of ODR/2 and a full scale range of ±2g by writing 

0x00 to the ACCEL_CTL register (0x3D). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_CTL W 0x3D 0x00 

 
5. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 

writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register 0x40. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
6. Route the Watermark Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x40 (WMI_P1[6]=1) 

to the INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x40 
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7. Enable the Watermark Interrupt by writing 0x40 (WMIE[6]=1) to the INT_MASK1 register 
(0x44). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x40 

 
8. Choose the number of samples (ODR cycles) for the watermark.  This value shall be 

written to the buffer sample threshold registers BUF_WMITH_L and BUF_WMITH_H.  
For example:  Imitate the buffer full behavior by setting the watermark to 684 ODR 
cycles. 

 
BUF_WMITH_L = (WMITH << 4) = (0x02AC << 4) = 0xC0 
BUF_WMITH_H = (WMITH >> 4) = (0x02AC >> 4) = 0x2A 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_WMITH_L W 0x72 0xC0 

BUF_WMITH_H W 0x73 0x2A 

 
9. Configure the buffer control register to only store Accelerometer XYZ by writing 0x38 to 

the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x38 

 
10. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active and (2) FIFO buffer mode by writing 

0x80 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x80 

 
11. Take the Accelerometer out of Standby operation and put it in “run mode” by writing 

0x3E (ACC_STDBY[0]=0) to the STDBY register (0x6E). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3E 
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12. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the number of 
ODR cycles in the buffer hit the watermark threshold.  If a physical interrupt pin is not 
used, the STATUS1 register (0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read 
from the STATUS1 register (0x30) can be compared to 0x40 indicating that the INT1 bit6 
is set.  For additional measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or 
polling method, query the INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_WMI bit6 is 
set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x40 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x40 

 
13. Following a watermark interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 

currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this particular use case, there will be a total of 684 samples (smp_lev) within the 
“imitated” full buffer.  Since the data_set_in_bytes = 3 * 2, the resulting number of bytes 
to read from the buffer (BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 4104 (smp_lev * 6). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 
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Example Code: 
 

void kxg08_buffer_watermark_test_accel() 
{ 

 DBG_FUNC; 
 

 char read_data;                    // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6;         // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;         // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;                       // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, ax, ay, az;             // sample#, x, y, z 
 int wmith = 684;                   // watermark int threshold 
 char wmith_l, wmith_h;             // watermark low and high bytes 
 

 // get low and high bytes from watermark threshold 
 wmith_l = wmith << 4; wmith_h = ((wmith >> 4)); 

 

 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);           // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x40);       // enable watermark interrupt 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x40);    // route wmi to int1 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C);     // enable int1, active high, latched 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_ODR, 0x58);      // lpmode=0, nav=32, odr=50 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_CTL, 0x00);       // range = ±2g 
 write_register(KXG08_WMITH_L, wmith_l);      // write watermark threshold low 
 write_register(KXG08_WMITH_H, wmith_h);      // write watermark threshold high 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x38);      // accel x, y, z data into buffer 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x80);          // buffer enable, fifo mode  

write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3E);      // accel enabled (accel_stdby=0) 
  

printf("~~ waiting for watermark ~~\n"); 
 

 while (1) 
 { 

  // wait for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
  if (wait_for_interrupt()) 
  { 

   // verify the source 
   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); 
   if (read_data & 0x40) 
   { 

    printf("!! watermark detected !!\n"); 
 

    // get the sample level 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 

 

    // read the buffer - burst_read (repeated start) 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes); 
 

    // display the data 
    for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes; i += data_set_in_bytes) 
    { 

     s++; // increment the sample # by 1 
 

     ax = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]); 

     ay = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); 

     az = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); 

 

     printf("%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s, convert2s(ax), convert2s(ay), convert2s(az)); 
    } 

 

    // clear the latch registers 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 

    return; // break 
   } 

  } 

 } 

} 
 

 
Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_watermark_test_accel 

~~ waiting for watermark ~~ 

!! watermark detected !! 

1,-570,1070,15593 

2,-581,1106,15528 

3,-633,1009,15492 

... 

... 

... 

684,-606,965,15553  
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8.5 Example: Buffer Timestamping (Watermark + Accelerometer Data) 
 
Depending on configuration, the buffer timestamping feature can allow tracking of data over 
time, which can be useful for various applications.  This section will show a common example 
for configuring and capturing timestamp information from the KXG07/KXG08. 
 

1. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
2. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
3. Set the Accelerometer to high power mode (LPMODEA[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 50Hz (ODRA[3:0]=6) by writing 0x56 to 
the ACCEL_ODR register (0x3C). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_ODR W 0x3C 0x56 

 
4. Set the Accelerometer to a bandwidth of ODR/2 and a full scale range of ±2g by writing 

0x00 to the ACCEL_CTL register (0x3D). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_CTL W 0x3D 0x00 

 
5. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 

writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register 0x40. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
6. Route the Watermark Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x40 (WMI_P1[6]=1) 

to the INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x40 
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7. Enable the Watermark Interrupt by writing 0x40 (WMIE[6]=1) to the INT_MASK1 register 
(0x44). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x40 

 
8. Choose the number of samples (ODR cycles) for the watermark.  This value shall be 

written to the buffer sample threshold registers BUF_WMITH_L and BUF_WMITH_H.  
For example:  Collect 1 second worth of data by setting the watermark to 50 ODR cycles 
(@ODR=50Hz it will take ~1 second to collect 50 samples). 

 
BUF_WMITH_L = (WMITH << 4) = (0x0032 << 4) = 0x20 
BUF_WMITH_H = (WMITH >> 4) = (0x0032 >> 4) = 0x03 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_WMITH_L W 0x72 0x20 

BUF_WMITH_H W 0x73 0x03 

 
9. Configure the buffer control register to only store Accelerometer XYZ by writing 0x38 to 

the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x38 

 
10. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active, (2) timestamp enabled, and (3) FIFO 

buffer mode by writing 0x90 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x90 

 
11. Take the Accelerometer out of Standby operation and put it in “run mode” by writing 

0x3E (ACC_STDBY[0]=0) to the STDBY register (0x6E). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3E 
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12. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the watermark 
threshold has been met.  If a physical interrupt pin is not used, the STATUS1 register 
(0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read from the STATUS1 register 
(0x30) can be compared to 0x40 indicating that the INT1 bit6 is set.  For additional 
measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or polling method, query the 
INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_WMI bit6 is set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x40 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x40 

 
13. Following a watermark interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 

currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this particular use case, there will be a total of 50 samples (smp_lev) within the buffer.  
Since the data_set_in_bytes = 3 * 2, the resulting number of bytes to read from the 
buffer (BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 300 (smp_lev * 6). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 

 
14. Utilize the buffer timestamp to determine the time it took to get 50 samples at and Output 

Data Rate of 50Hz.  As mentioned above, the timestamp can be retrieved by clearing the 
buffer followed by another buffer read of timestamp information.  Timestamp information 
consists of a total of 6 bytes.  The breakdown of the 6 bytes is as follows:  2 bytes for the 
empty buffer symbol (0x8000), 3 bytes of actual timestamp information (TIMESTAMP1, 
TIMESTAMP2, TIMESTAMP3), and 1 extra padded byte (0x00). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B time_stamp 

 
If Bytes 0 and 1 are equal to 0x00 and 0x80, respectively, the following bytes can be 
considered valid timestamp information.  Bytes 2, 3, and 4 will correspond to 
TIMESTAMP1, TIMESTAMP2, and TIMESTAMP3 respectively.  The timestamp value is 
in counts and 1 counts is equal to 39.0625µs.  To convert this to seconds the formula 
would be: 
 
timestamp (s) = ( (TIMESTAMP3 << 16) | (TIMESTAMP2 << 8) | (TIMESTAMP1) ) * 39.0625x10-6  
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Example Code: 
 

void kxg08_buffer_timestamp_test_accel() 
{ 
 DBG_FUNC; 
 

 char read_data;       // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6;      // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;      // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;       // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, ax, ay, az;      // sample#, x, y, z 
 int wmith = 50;                    // watermark int threshold 
 char wmith_l, wmith_h;      // watermark low and high bytes 
 char timestamp_buffer[6];          // buffer for timestamp data 
 long timestamp;       // timestamp value 
 

 wmith_l = wmith << 4; wmith_h = ((wmith >> 4)); // get low and high bytes from watermark threshold 
 

 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);      // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x40);       // enable watermark interrupt 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x40);    // route wmi to int1 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C);     // enable int1, active high, latched 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_ODR, 0x56);      // odr = 50, nav = 32, low power = 0 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_CTL, 0x00);      // range = ±2g 
 write_register(KXG08_WMITH_L, wmith_l);      // write watermark threshold low 
 write_register(KXG08_WMITH_H, wmith_h);      // write watermark threshold high  
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x38);      // accel x, y, z data into buffer 

write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x90);          // buffer enable, timestamp enable, fifo mode 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3E);      // accel enabled (accel_stdby=0) 
  

printf("~~ waiting for watermark ~~\n"); 
 

 while (1) 
{ 

  if (wait_for_interrupt()) // wait for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
{ 

   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); // verify the source 
    

if (read_data & 0x40) 
{ 

    printf("!! watermark detected !!\n"); 
 

    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); // get the sample level low 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); // get the sample level high 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 

 

    // read the buffer 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes); 
  

    // get the timestamp (clear buffer, then read timestamp from buffer) 
    write_register(KXG08_BUF_CLEAR, 1); 
    read_registers_rs(KXG08_BUF_READ, timestamp_buffer, sizeof(timestamp_buffer)); 
 

    // display the data 
    for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes; i += data_set_in_bytes) 

{ 
     ax = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]); 

     ay = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); 

     az = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); 

     printf("%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s++, convert2s(ax), convert2s(ay), convert2s(az)); 
    } 

 

    // display the timestamp (index 0=0x00,1=0x80,2=TS1,3=TS2,4=TS3,5=EXTRA) 
    if (timestamp_buffer[0] == 0x00 && timestamp_buffer[1] == 0x80) // 0x8000 

{ 
     timestamp = (timestamp_buffer[4] << 16) | // TIMESTAMP3[19:16] 
        (timestamp_buffer[3] << 8)  | // TIMESTAMP2[15:7] 
        (timestamp_buffer[2]);        // TIMESTAMP1[8:0] 
     printf("timestamp=%ld (%f s)\n", timestamp, timestamp*0.0000390625); 
    } 

 

    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 

    return; // break 
   } 

  } 

 } 

} 
 

 
Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_timestamp_test_accel 

~~ waiting for watermark ~~ 

!! watermark detected !! 

1,-40,-1262,15481 

... 

... 

... 

50,-48,-1296,15448 

timestamp=25632 (1.001250 s)  
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8.6 Example: Buffer Synchronization with External Clock (Watermark + 

Gyroscope, Accelerometer, and Temperature Data) 
 
The buffer synchronization feature allows a sensor or sensors data to be synchronized with 
other sensors or capture/store data at a custom ODR rate.  When utilizing the external SYNC 
pin, data is stored into the buffer on the rising edge of the input signal.  This section will show an 
example for configuring and capturing accelerometer data from the KXG07/KXG08 using an 
external synchronous clock. 
 
Ideally, running the sensor(s) at twice the external SYNC rate would probably be best for most 
cases.  Setting the sensor ODR to the same rate as the external SYNC rate can potentially 
cause the KXG07/KXG08 to output the same data twice if the external SYNC frequency is 
slightly faster than the sensor(s) ODR. The KXG07/KXG08 will always output the currently 
available data.  This means, if the KXG07/KXG08 receives two SYNC edges in one ODR period 
it will output the same data twice in one sensor ODR period. If this is OK for the application, 
then running the sensor at the same ODR as the external SYNC frequency is acceptable.  
Otherwise, it is recommended to run the sensor(s) at two times (2x) the external SYNC rate. 
 

13. Set all Sensors’ to Standby operation (not enabled) by writing 0x3F to the STDBY 
register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x3F 

 
14. Read the latch registers INT1_L and INT2_L (0x35 and 0x3B, respectively) to clear any 

pending interrupts. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT1_L R 0x35 n/a 

INT2_L R 0x3B n/a 

 
15. Set the Accelerometer to high power mode (LPMODEA[7]=0), number of averages = 32 

(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 100Hz (ODRA[3:0]=7) by writing 0x57 
to the ACCEL_ODR register (0x3C). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_ODR W 0x3C 0x57 

 
16. Set the Accelerometer to a bandwidth of ODR/2 and a full scale range of ±2g by writing 

0x00 to the ACCEL_CTL register (0x3D). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

ACCEL_CTL W 0x3D 0x00 
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17. Set the Gyroscope to high power mode (LPMODEG[7]=0), number of averages = 32 
(NAVGA[6:4]=5), and with an output data rate of 100Hz (ODRG[3:0]=7) by writing 0x57 
to the GYRO_ODR register (0x3E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_ODR W 0x3E 0x57 

 
18. Set the Gyroscope to a bandwidth of ODR/8 and a full scale range of ±512 by writing 

0x03 to the GYRO_CTL register (0x3F). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

GYRO_CTL W 0x3F 0x03 

 
19. Configure the physical pin INT1 to enable the pin, active high, and latched mode by 

writing 0x0C to the INT_PIN_CTL register 0x40. 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_CTL W 0x40 0x0C 

 
20. Route the Watermark Interrupt to the physical pin INT1 by writing 0x40 (WMI_P1[6]=1) 

to the INT_PIN_SEL1 register (0x41). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_PIN_SEL1 W 0x41 0x40 

 
21. Enable the Watermark Interrupt by writing 0x40 (WMIE[6]=1) to the INT_MASK1 register 

(0x44). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

INT_MASK1 W 0x44 0x40 

 
22. Choose the number of samples (ODR cycles) for the watermark.  This value shall be 

written to the buffer sample threshold registers BUF_WMITH_L and BUF_WMITH_H.  
For example:  Collect 1 second worth of data by setting the watermark to 50 ODR cycles 
(@ODR=50Hz it will take ~1 second to collect 50 samples). 

 
BUF_WMITH_L = (WMITH << 4) = (0x0032 << 4) = 0x20 
BUF_WMITH_H = (WMITH >> 4) = (0x0032 >> 4) = 0x03 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_WMITH_L W 0x72 0x20 

BUF_WMITH_H W 0x73 0x03 
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23. Configure the buffer control register to only store Gyroscope XYZ, Accelerometer XYZ 
and Temperature by writing 0x7F to the BUF_CTL1 register (0x76). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_CTL1 W 0x76 0x7F 

 
24. Configure the sample buffer operation to (1) active and (2) FIFO buffer mode by writing 

0x80 to the BUF_EN register (0x78). 
 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_EN W 0x78 0x80 

 
25. Enable FSYNC control as in input by writing 0x10 to the FSYNC_CTL register (0x48).  

This will set INT2=interrupt-2, sync_trig=sync, fsync enabled, sync pin as an input, 
SYNC function disabled (this just prevents the SYNC pin state from being stored in the 
sensor data). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

FSYNC_CTL W 0x48 0x10 

 
 

26. Take the Temperature, Gyroscope and Accelerometer out of Standby operation and put 
it in “run mode” by writing 0x18 (TEMP_STDBY[5]=0, GYRO_FSTART[2]=0, 
GYRO_STDBY[0]=0, ACC_STDBY[0]=0) to the STDBY register (0x6E). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STDBY W 0x6E 0x18 

 
 

27. Generate 50 positive pulse signals on the input SYNC pin @ ~25 Hz or within the limits 
described earlier in this section.  As recommended, it is ideal to run the sensor(s) ODR 
rate at least twice the SYNC rate. 
 

28. Wait for the physical pin INT1 to become active, which will indicate when the watermark 
threshold has been met.  If a physical interrupt pin is not used, the STATUS1 register 
(0x30) can be periodically polled.  The value that is read from the STATUS1 register 
(0x30) can be compared to 0x40 indicating that the INT1 bit6 is set.  For additional 
measures (after confirmation of either the physical interrupt or polling method, query the 
INT1_SRC1 register (0x31) to ensure the INT1_WMI bit6 is set. 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

STATUS1 R 0x30 (value) & 0x40 

INT1_SRC1 R 0x31 (value) & 0x40 
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29. Following a watermark interrupt, it is a good idea to know how many samples are 
currently in the buffer to ensure all samples are read.  The sample level can be read 
from the 12-bit value in the BUF_SMPLEV registers (0x1E,0x1F). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_SMPLEV_L R 0x1E smp_lev_h 

BUF_SMPLEV_H R 0x1F smp_lev_l 

 
smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4) 

 
In this use case, there will be a total of 50 samples (smp_lev) within the buffer.  Since 
the data_set_in_bytes = 3 * 2, the resulting number of bytes to read from the buffer 
(BUF_READ register 0x7B) would be 300 (smp_lev * 6). 

 

Register Name R/W Address Value 

BUF_READ R 0x7B n/a 

 
Example Code: 

 
void kxg08_buffer_fsync_input_gyro_accel_temp() 
{ 

DBG_FUNC; 
 
 char read_data;   // variable to store read register data 
 char buffer_data[4096 + 2 * (26)]; // absolute maximum size of buffer 
 int data_set_in_bytes = 6 + 6 + 2; // accel only 3 axis * 2 bytes each 
 char smp_lev_l, smp_lev_h;  // sample level low and high bytes 
 int smp_lev;   // sample level (int32) 
 int s = 0, g[3], a[3], t;  // sample#, g[x,y,z], a[x,y,z], t 
 int sync_count = 0;   // track sync counts 
 int wmith = 50;   // watermark sample threshold 
 char wmith_l, wmith_h;  // watermark low and high bytes 
 
 // get wmith low and high bytes... 
 wmith_l = wmith << 4; 
 wmith_h = ((wmith >> 4)); 
 
 DBG_OUT1("wmith=0x%04x, wmith_l=0x%x, wmith_h=0x%x\n", wmith, wmith_l, wmith_h); 
 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x3F);  // set sensor to standby 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
 read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 // accel config... 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_ODR, 0x57);  // odr = 100, nav = 32, low power = 0 
 write_register(KXG08_ACCEL_CTL, 0x00);  // range = ±2g 
 // gyro config... 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_ODR, 0x57);  // lpmode=0,navag=32,odr=100 
 write_register(KXG08_GYRO_CTL, 0x03);  // bw=odr/8, range=±512 
 // int config... 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_MASK1, 0x40);  // enable buffer full interrupt 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_SEL1, 0x40);  // route wmi to int2 
 write_register(KXG08_INT_PIN_CTL, 0x0C);  // enable int2, active high, latched (leave int1 alone) 
 // buffer config... 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_WMITH_L, wmith_l);  // write watermark threshold low 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_WMITH_H, wmith_h);  // write watermark threshold high  
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_CTL1, 0x7F);  // temp, gyro_xyz, accel_xyz into buffer 
 write_register(KXG08_BUF_EN, 0x80);  // buffer enable, fifo mode 
 // fsync control... 
 write_register(KXG08_FSYNC_CTL, 0x10);  // fsysnc_trig[6]  = 0 : int2=int2, sync_trig=sync 
      // fsync_mode[5:4] = 1 : fsync enabled, sync pin as input 
      // fsync_sel[2:0]  = 0 : SYNC function disabled 

// run... 
 write_register(KXG08_STDBY, 0x18);  // enable temp, gyro, accel 
 
  
 // Start the SYNC pin thread... (pulse @ 50Hz, with 50% duty cycle) 
 static pthread_t sync_thread_id; 
 pthread_create(&sync_thread_id, NULL, &ExternalSyncThread, NULL); 
 
 printf("monitor sync_trig pin, wait for int on int2\n"); 
 printf("~~ waiting for watermark ~~\n");  
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 while (1) 
 { 
  // keep track of sync inputs 
  if (!sem_trywait(&semWaitForSync)) 
   sync_count++; 
 
  // check for interrupt (1 ms time out) 
  if (wait_for_interrupt()) 
  { 
   // verify the source 
   read_registers(KXG08_INT1_SRC1, &read_data, 1); 
   if (read_data & 0x40) 
   { 
    printf("!! watermark detected !!\n"); 
 
    // get the sample level 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_L, &smp_lev_l, 1); 
    read_registers(KXG08_BUF_SMPLEV_H, &smp_lev_h, 1); 
    smp_lev = (smp_lev_h << 4) | (smp_lev_l >> 4); 
    DBG_OUT1("smp_lev=%d\n", smp_lev); 
 
    read_registers_rs(KXG08_BUF_READ, buffer_data, smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes); 
 
    // display the data 
    for (int i = 0; i < smp_lev * data_set_in_bytes; i += data_set_in_bytes)  
    { 
     s++;        
      // sample # 
     g[0] = (buffer_data[i + 1] << 8) + (buffer_data[i]);  // gyro x 
     g[1] = (buffer_data[i + 3] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 2]); // gyro y 
     g[2] = (buffer_data[i + 5] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 4]); // gyro z 
     a[0] = (buffer_data[i + 7] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 6]); // accel x 
     a[1] = (buffer_data[i + 9] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 8]); // accel y 
     a[2] = (buffer_data[i + 11] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 10]); // accel z 
     t = (buffer_data[i + 13] << 8) + (buffer_data[i + 12]); // temp 
 
     printf("%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n", s, 
      convert2s(g[0]), convert2s(g[1]), convert2s(g[2]),  
      convert2s(a[0]), convert2s(a[1]), convert2s(a[2]),  
      convert2s(t)); 
    } 
 
    // clear the latch registers 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT1_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 1 
    read_registers(KXG08_INT2_L, &read_data, 1); // read latch register 2 
 
    break; // break 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 sem_post(&semKillThread); // kill the pulse thread 
 
 printf("[ SYNC=%d, SMP_LEV=%d ]\n", sync_count, smp_lev); 
} 

 
 
Example Output: 
 

kxg08_buffer_fsync_input_gyro_accel_temp 

wmith=0x0032, wmith_l=0x20, wmith_h=0x3 

monitor sync_trig pin, wait for int on int2 

~~ waiting for watermark ~~ 

!! watermark detected !! 

smp_lev=50 

1,0,0,0,-12,9,15698,6016 

... 

... 

... 

50,13546,-2877,94,37,16,15632,6016 

[ SYNC=50, SMP_LEV=50 ]  
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9 Timing Requirements 
 
 There are several timing requirements that developers should keep in mind when 

working with the KXG07/KXG08.  
 
 I²C Clock - The I²C Clock can support Fast Mode up to 400 KHz and High Speed mode 

up to 3.4 MHz. 
 

SPI Clock - The SPI Clock can support up to 10MHz. 

 
10 Interrupt Configuration 
 

There are two (2) available physical interrupts. Each has eight (8) possible configurations, 
based on two (2) states for both enable/disable and polarity and four (4) states for 
latched/pulsed configuration for the Interrupt Pin Control Register (INT_PIN_CTL): 

 
Enable/Disable (IEN2[7], IEN1[3]) 

  

• 0 – Disabled – Interrupt conditions will not be reflected on the physical interrupt pin. 

• 1 – Enabled – Interrupt conditions will be reflected on the physical interrupt pin. 
 
Polarity (IEA2[6], IEA1[2]) 

 

• 0 – Active Low – The interrupt pin will normally be HIGH, but will transition to LOW 
when an interrupt is triggered. 

• 1 – Active High – The interrupt pin will normally be LOW, but will transition to HIGH 
when an interrupt is triggered. 

 
Latched/Pulsed (IEL2[5:4], IEL1[1:0]) 
 

• 0 – Latched mode – When an interrupt is triggered, it will remain active on the pin 
until cleared. 

• 1 – Pulse mode – When an interrupt is triggered, it will cause a short (~50µs) pulse 
on the pin and clear itself.  

• 2 – Pulse mode – When an interrupt is triggered, it will cause a short (~200µs) pulse 
on the pin and clear itself.  

• 3 – Real time mode – When an interrupt is triggered, it will only remain asserted as 
long as the underlying interrupt conditions exist. 

 
There are also three (3) physical interrupt pin select registers (INT_PIN_SEL1, 
INT_PIN_SEL2, and INT_PIN_SEL3).  
 
INT_PIN_SEL1 and INT_PIN_SEL2 controls the physical interrupt pins INT1 and INT2, 
respectively. These select registers route the corresponding interrupt to the pins (where 
P# is the designated interrupt pin 1 or 2): 
 
BFI_P#[7]   – Buffer Full 
WMI_P#[6]   – Watermark 
WUF_P#[5]  – Wake Up Function 
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BTS_P#[4]   – Back To Sleep 
DRDY_AUX2_P#[3] – Data Ready Aux2 
DRDY_AUX1_P#[ [2] – Data Ready Aux1 
DRDY_ACC_P#[ [1] – Data Ready Accelerometer 
DRDY_GYRO_P#[ [0] – Data Ready Gyroscope 
 
[By Default: All interrupts (noted above) are routed only to INT1] 

 

• 0 – Disabled – Associated interrupt is not routed to INT1 / INT2 pin 

• 1 – Enabled – Associated interrupt is routed to INT1 / INT2 pin 
 
 
INT_PIN_SEL3 controls both physical interrupt pins INT1 and INT2, but for the Digital 
Engine Interrupts (Tilt, Tap/Double Tap, and Free-Fall). These select registers route the 
corresponding interrupt to the pins: 

 
TPS_P2[7]   – Tile Position Interrupt for INT2 pin 
TDS_P2[5]  – Tap/Double Tap Interrupt for INT2 pin 
FFS_PS[4]   – Free Fall Interrupt for INT2 pin 
TPS_P1[3]  – Tile Position Interrupt for INT1 pin 
TDS_P1[1]  – Tap/Double Tap Interrupt for INT1 pin 
FFS_P1[0]  – Free Fall Interrupt for INT1 pin 

 
[By Default: All interrupts (noted above) are not routed (disabled)] 

 

• 0 – Disabled – Associated interrupt is not routed to INT1 / INT2 pin 

• 1 – Enabled – Associated interrupt is routed to INT1 / INT2 pin 
 

11 A Few Interrupt Tips 
 

Read the Interrupt Release Register to Clear 
In latched mode, the INT1_REL/INT2_REL registers must be read in order to clear 
the physical interrupt pin. This will also clear the Interrupt Source Registers and 
the particular INT bit in the Interrupt Source Register. 
 

 Microcontroller/GPIO Interrupt Handling –  
GPIO configuration is based solely on the connected hardware. The 
KXG07/KXG08 can be configured to issue interrupts depending on how the GPIO 
is programmed to catch them (if this is not the case, please contact your Kionix 
Sales Representative). Generally, when an interrupt is triggered, the developer 
should take the following steps: 

1. Disable GPIO interrupt 
2. Clear GPIO interrupt and generate desired functionality 
3. Enable GPIO interrupt 

These steps should be taken without calling any digital communication 
transactions if done in an interrupt context, because the operating system or kernel 
will not allow busy-waiting on an I/O operation during an interrupt service routine. 
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Interrupt Polling - If physical interrupts are not used, a polling mechanism can be devised, 
which checks the INT1/INT2 bit in INT1_SRC1/INT2_SRC1 registers. If reading 
acceleration or gyroscope data, the status bit is also cleared if data is read from the 
respective output registers. If using WUF, this mechanism should then look at 
INT1_SRC2/INT2_SRC2 to determine which direction caused the interrupt and what steps 
should be taken before clearing the interrupt source information by reading the 
INT1_L/INT2_L registers. 

 

12 Troubleshooting 
 

1. All Interrupt Issues 
- Make sure the KXG07/KXG08 is configured to issue interrupt signals in the way 

that your GPIO is programmed to handle them. 
- An oscilloscope on the physical interrupt pin can be a valuable tool to confirm 

physical interrupt operation. 
- Double check the INT_MASK1, INT_MASK2, INT_MASK3, and INT_MASK4 bits 

in the Interrupt Mask Registers 
 

2. Accelerometer Data Ready Interrupt Not Working 
- Make sure that the Accelerometer Data Ready interrupt is enabled (DRDY_ACC) 

in the Interrupt Mask Register 1 (INT_MASK1). 
- Make sure that the Accelerometer Data Ready interrupt signal is routed to the 

appropriate physical interrupt pin INT1/INT2 (INT_PIN1_SEL/ INT_PIN2_SEL). 
 
3. Gyroscope Data Ready Interrupt Not Working 

- Make sure that the Gyroscope Data Ready interrupt is enabled (DRDY_GYR0) in 
the Interrupt Mask Register 1 (INT_MASK1). 

- Make sure that the Gyroscope Data Ready interrupt signal is routed to the 
appropriate physical interrupt pin INT1/INT2 (INT_PIN1_SEL/ INT_PIN2_SEL). 

 
4. Buffer Full Interrupt Not Working 

- Make sure that the Buffer Full interrupt is enabled (BFIE) in the Interrupt Mask 
Register 1 (INT_MASK1). 

- Make sure that the Buffer Full interrupt signal is routed to the appropriate physical 
interrupt pin INT1/INT2 (INT_PIN1_SEL/ INT_PIN2_SEL). 

- Make sure expected sensor data (accel, gyro, temp, aux1, and/or aux2) is being 
placed into the sample buffer by configuring Buffer Control Register 1 (BUF_CTL1) 
and Buffer Control Register 2 (BUF_CTL2) appropriately. 

- Make sure the Buffer Enable Register (BUF_EN) is enabled to buffer data. 
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13 Placement and Orientation 
  
Placement – It is important to note that the placement of the accelerometer/gyroscope within the 
target device can have a significant effect on determining orientation/direction (accelerometer) 
and angular velocity (gyroscope). If orientation/motion detection is desired (accelerometer), the 
part should be placed as far away from the edges of the device housing as possible, with the ideal 
location being at the target device’s center of mass. If angular velocity is desired (gyroscope), the 
ideal location would be the target’s device center of mass and in a location with the least vibration 
(noise). 
 
Orientation – While it is recommended to align the accelerometer’s axes with those of the target 
device, it will sometimes be desirable or necessary to alter the part’s orientation with respect to 
the device housing. Rotating about the Z axis at intervals of 90 degrees or about the X or Y axes 
at intervals of 180 degrees should not impact functionality. However, it is highly recommended 
that the device is not rotated 90 or 270 degrees about the X or Y axes. In regards to the gyroscope, 
orientation does not matter, due to the fact that it is measuring angular velocity. 
 

14 The Kionix Advantage 
 
Kionix technology provides 6 Degrees-of-Freedom inertial sensor system on a single, silicon chip, 
which is designed to strike a balance between current consumption and noise performance with 
excellent bias stability over temperature. A gyroscope accelerometer can be used to enable a 
variety of simultaneous features including, but not limited to: 

Hard Disk Drive protection 
Vibration analysis 
Tilt screen navigation 
Sports modeling 
Theft, man-down, accident alarm 
Image stability, screen orientation & scrolling  
Computer pointer 
Navigation, mapping 
Game playing 
Automatic sleep mode 
Remote controls 
Toys 
 

15 Theory of Operation 
  

During operation, the gyroscope sensor elements are forced into vibration. When angular 
velocities are applied about the sensing axes, vibration is transferred to sensing elements, 
causing capacitance changes at the sensor electrodes. Acceleration sensing is based on the 
principle of a differential capacitance arising from acceleration-induced motion of the sense 
element, which utilizes common mode cancellation to decrease errors from process variation, 
temperature, and environmental stress. Capacitance changes are amplified and converted into 
digital signals which are processed by a dedicated digital signal processing unit. The digital signal 
processor applies filtering, bias and sensitivity adjustment, as well as temperature compensation. 
The DSP also feeds back the driving signal to ensure the proper sensor excitation.  
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For product summaries, specifications, and schematics, please refer to the Kionix MEMS 
accelerometer product catalog at http://www.kionix.com/parametric/6-Axis Combo Parts And 9-
Axis Solutions. 

http://www.kionix.com/parametric/6-Axis%20Combo%20Parts%20And%209-Axis%20Solutions
http://www.kionix.com/parametric/6-Axis%20Combo%20Parts%20And%209-Axis%20Solutions
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